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absTraCT

Social withdrawal is associated with a variety of neuropsychiatric disorders, including 
neurodevelopmental disorders. Rodent studies provide the opportunity to study neuro-
biological mechanisms underlying social withdrawal, however, homologous paradigms 
to increase translatability of social behavior between human and animal observation 
are needed. Standard behavioral rodent assays have limited ethological validity in 
terms of number of interaction partners, type of behavior, duration of observation and 
environmental conditions. In addition, reproducibility of behavioral findings in rodents 
is further limited by manual and subjective behavioral scoring. Using a newly developed 
automated tracking tool for longitudinal monitoring of freely moving mice, we assessed 
social behaviors (approach, sniff, follow and leave) over seven consecutive days in colo-
nies of BTBR and of C57BL/6J mice in two independent laboratories. Results from both 
laboratories confirmed previous findings of reduced social interaction in BTBR mice 
revealing a high level of reproducibility for this mouse phenotype using longitudinal 
colony assessments. In addition, we showed that detector settings contribute to labora-
tory specific findings as part of the behavioral data analysis procedure. Our cross-site 
study demonstrates reproducibility and robustness of reduced social interaction in BTBR 
mice using automated analysis in an ethologically relevant context.
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InTroduCTIon

Social dysfunction, e.g. social withdrawal, is a common (early) symptom of many 
neuropsychiatric disorders including schizophrenia, major depression, Alzheimer’s 
disease and autism spectrum disorders (ASD) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 
Finding treatments for mental disorders is challenging due to the lack of biomarkers 
and poor understanding of the causal mechanisms. One confounding issue in mental 
health research is limited translatability between primarily subjective diagnostic criteria 
(DSM-V and ICD) and validation of animal models for uniquely human and highly diverse 
mental conditions. Novel research concepts like Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) focus 
on single domains and symptoms, e.g. social withdrawal, in order to understand the 
underlying biological mechanism of symptoms independent of diagnosis (Cuthbert 
& Insel, 2010; Cuthbert & Insel, 2013). Following the concept of RDoC, the European 
PRISM (Psychiatric ratings using intermediate stratified markers) project aims to provide 
a transdiagnostic perspective on social dysfunction sharing common neurobiological 
mechanisms across schizophrenia, major depression and Alzheimer’s disease patients 
(Kas et al., 2019; Porcelli et al., 2019). In practice, social dysfunction is often measured 
by making use of questionnaires such as the social functioning scale (Birchwood et 
al., 1990). Recently, behavioral tasks (see for example Hynes et al., 2011) and portable 
measuring devices, such as smartphones, (see for example Chow et al., 2017; Eskes et 
al., 2016) have also been introduced to assess social behavior. From these methods it 
has become clear that human social behavior can be complex. Often it involves groups 
of people rather than interactions between just 2 peers (i.e. dyadic interactions). A key 
aspect of translatability is the alignment of the assessment of human (social) behavior 
and rodent behavioral paradigms (Peleh et al., 2019b). However, current standard social 
behavioral tasks in mice, e.g. the three-chamber test, are simple and often only include 
dyadic interactions (Crawley, 2007; Moy et al., 2004; Nadler et al., 2004; Pearson et al., 
2010). As such, the translational value of these tests is under discussion. More complex 
paradigms, such as the Visible Burrow System (VBS), enable longitudinal monitoring 
of groups of freely moving animals under naturalistic conditions (Arakawa et al., 2007; 
Blanchard et al., 1995; Blanchard et al., 2001; Pobbe et al., 2010). These ethologically 
relevant paradigms provide a comprehensive readout of the dynamics of social behav-
ior including social hierarchy formation and changes of social encounters (following, 
sniffing etc.) over time (day/light periods) (Arakawa et al., 2007; Blanchard et al., 1995; 
Blanchard et al., 2001; Pobbe et al., 2010). However, they primarily rely on the manual 
annotation of the displayed social behaviors, substantially increasing the time and work 
required for assessing social dysfunction compared to the current standard.
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Recently, there has been an uprising in technological solutions aimed at automatically 
scoring and tracking the behavior in groups of rodents (for review see Peleh et al., 2019b), 
making wide-scale use of complex behavioral paradigms such as the VBS a viable op-
tion. With automatic scoring it is possible to score social behavior across the full 24 hours 
of multiple days, giving a complete overview of the circadian activity of the animal. In 
contrast, previous studies employing similar paradigms were forced to take snapshots 
of the behavior, only analyzing specific time-windows the researchers deemed crucial 
(see for example Bove et al., 2018). A recent study has shown that time of testing (dark 
or light period) has a significant impact on social behavior in C57BL/6N mice (Richetto 
et al., 2019). Moreover, studies involving genetic deletions related to neuropsychiatric 
disorders have shown that these genes can influence the circadian activity pattern 
(Maple et al., 2018). Together this suggests that key differences between animals can 
be misinterpreted when only looking at snapshots of their behavior across the day. Not 
only time can be a crucial factor leading to inconsistencies in behavioral findings. Next 
to time, housing conditions, experimenter bias and duration of testing and subjective 
behavioral scoring have all been found to lead to inconsistencies (Hurst & West, 2010; 
Richter et al., 2010; Wahlsten et al., 2003). Many of these factors can be tackled by mak-
ing use of longitudinal automatic behavioral scoring (for review see Peleh et al., 2019b).

In the study presented here, we aim to assess the reproducibility of long-term automatic 
behavioral scoring of social behaviors across the full circadian period in a complex, etho-
logically relevant, behavioral paradigm. For this, we assessed and compared social be-
haviors in the BTBR T+tf/J (BTBR) and C57BL/6J inbred mouse strains in two independent 
laboratories using a recently developed automated tracking tool for group-housed mice 
(Peleh et al., 2019a). The BTBR mouse is known for its reproducible social deficits and 
repetitive behaviors demonstrated using standard behavioral assays (McFarlane et al., 
2008; Moy et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2012). Long-term observations of BTBR mice in the VBS 
confirmed consistency of social deficits during particular day and light periods (Bove 
et al., 2018; Pobbe et al., 2010). Thus, we expect to find comparable social deficiencies 
when assessing its behavior across the full 24 hours of each day.

MeThods

animals
Inbred male C57BL/6J (JAX stock #000664) and BTBR T+ Itpr3tf/J (JAX stock #002282) 
mice were ordered from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, Maine, USA) via Charles 
River Europe (Den Bosch, The Netherlands), by both experimental sites (i.e. University of 
Groningen and Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GmbH & Co. KG). After arrival, a minimum 
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of two weeks before the start of the experiments, mice were housed in groups of 2-4 
in Makrolon type 3 cages. Animals were subjected to site-specific standard housing 
conditions. Mice were maintained under a 12:12 light/dark cycle, controlled tempera-
ture (21±1 °C) and humidity (55±5 %) and with ad libitum access to food and water. All 
animals were kept on site-specific standard bedding (Aspen or Corncob based), and had 
access to shredded cardboard nesting material, a cardboard tube and a red plastic igloo 
as enrichment. At the start of the experiment, all mice were 12-20 weeks of age (adult). 
All animal care was performed according to the local rules set by site-specific ethical 
authorities.

experimental conditions
All procedures, including animal handling and animal holding were aligned across 
laboratories to the extent of feasibility. At least two weeks before the start of the experi-
ment all animals received an “ear-cut” to allow for individual identification of the group 
housed animals. During the weeks preceding the experiment all cages were cleaned and 
all animals were weighed and handled weekly. One week before starting the experiment, 
animals were injected with a Radio-frequency identification (RFID) chip (8 mm x 2 mm). 
Injection of the chip took place under anesthesia (i.e. Isoflurane ~2%). For chip injection, 
the dorsal/caudal part of the animal was cleaned with a disinfecting agent (e.g. 70% 
ethanol) and, subsequently, the RFID-chip was injected subcutaneously with a special-
ized syringe just right of the median on the dorsal/caudal part of the mouse. This leads 
to a secure upright position of the chip under the skin. At the first experimental day, 4 
animals were placed at random in a semi-natural environment starting at 1 hour before 
lights-off. The animals placed in one environment were taken from different cages, thus 
the animals placed together did not interact in the two weeks before placement. Dur-
ing the recordings for seven consecutive days animals were left undisturbed with the 
exception of short daily checks for animal welfare. All animal handling was conducted 
while wearing gloves.

behavioral analysis
The behavioral setup consisted of one open arena (80 x 60 x 50 cm) connected to four 
small nestboxes (7 x 7 x 7 cm) and one big nestbox (10 x 10 x 10 cm) via short tunnels 
(⌀4 x 7cm) through which the animals can freely pass. Two food hoppers and two water 
bottles were connected to the open arena to which animals had ad libitum access. The 
open arena was filled with approximately 1-2 cm of standard local bedding material. 
Each open arena was equipped with a translucent Perspex cover. On the top of this 
cover two sets of LEDs have been attached to provide equal illumination of the open 
arena. One set provides white light at a 12:12 light/dark-cycle, matching that of regular 
housing. The other provides infrared (IR) illumination to allow for 24 hours recording. Re-
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cording is done using a Basler acA1300-60gmNIR GigE monochrome camera equipped 
with an 850nm IR pass filter, mounted above the setup. The open arena rests on a plate 
containing 24 RFID antennae to allow for registration of the RFID chips. Behavioral 
characterization of a combination of video and RFID signals was done utilizing RFID-
assisted Socialscan (Clever Sys Inc., Reston, Virginia, USA) (Peleh et al., 2019a). In the 
first part of data analysis, behavioral scoring was performed independently applying 
site-specific detector settings (DS) (in the following referred to as “DS A” for laboratory 
A and “DS B” for laboratory B) based on manual annotation. The correlation between 
manual and automatic behavioral annotation, for both laboratory A and B, can be found 
in supplementary figure 1. DS included parameters such as moving direction (angle), 
distance between animals, and distance moved for automated behavioral analysis of 
social approaching, social sniffing, social following and social leaving (table 1). In the 
second part of data analysis, DS were aligned across laboratories by applying DS B on 
data from laboratory A. Then, combined data from both laboratories with aligned DS 
was evaluated in terms of influencing factors including strain, time and laboratory site.

statistical analysis
Duration of each behavior analyzed per dark (12 hrs.) and per light phase (12 hrs.) for 
each day was analyzed using a mixed effects model for repeated measures (RM) fol-
lowed by a Bonferroni’s post-hoc test. Results are expressed as mean ± S.E.M. Statistical 
analyses were performed using Graph Pad 8.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA) for 
Windows. Differences were considered statistically significant when p value was less 

Table 1. Differences in detector settings used for automated behavioral recognition between the two experimental sites

lab a lab b

Social sniffing:
distance between mice
Minimum duration

< 1 cm
0.5 s

< 3.5 cm
0.33 s

Social approach:
distance between mice
Moving direction (angle) of mouse 1
distance to be travelled by mouse 1 towards mouse 2
velocity of mouse 1

< 20 cm
< 30 °
> 10 cm
> 3 cm/s

< 100 cm
< 45°
> 7 cm
> 5 cm/s

Social leave:
distance between mice
Moving direction (angle) of mouse 1
distance to be travelled by mouse 1 away from mouse 2
velocity of mouse 1

< 10 cm
> 30 °
> 10 cm
> 3 cm/s

< 100 cm
> 45 °
> 14 cm
> 1 cm/s

Social follow:
distance between mice
Moving direction (angle) of mouse 1
Moving direction (angle) of mouse 2
distance to be travelled by mouse 1 and mouse 2
velocity of mice

< 20 cm
< 30 °
> 90 °
> 10 cm
> 4 cm/s

< 30 cm
< 45 °
> 90 °
> 7 cm
> 1 cm/s
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than 0.05. The analysis of the combined data was performed on 12hr bins by means 
of a linear mixed effects regression  model in R (R Core Team, 2018), making use of the 
packages “lme4” (Bates et al., 2015), “lmerTest” (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) and “emmeans” 
(Lenth, 2019). A log transformation was applied to approach a normal distribution.

resulTs

reproducibility of social deficits in group-housed bTbr mice measured 
automatically at two laboratories with site-specific detector settings
Consistent with previous observations, group-housed BTBR mice displayed reduced so-
cial behaviors towards same-strain conspecifics in both laboratories using site-specific 

figure 1. Reduced social approach behavior in BTBR mice measured in laboratories A and B with site-specific detector settings 
(DS). (A) Time spent approaching per 12 hrs. during dark (left) and light phase (right) in BTBR and C57BL6/J mice in labora-
tory A. Mixed effects model for  RM followed by Bonferroni, p < 0.0001 vs. C57BL/6J for dark phase and p < 0.0001 for light 
phase. (B) Time spent approaching per 12 hrs. during dark (left) and light phase (right) in BTBR and C57BL6/J mice in labora-
tory B. Mixed effects model for RM followed by Bonferroni, p < 0.0001 vs. C57BL/6J for dark phase and p < 0.0001 for light 
phase. Data are expressed as  boxplots with maximum and minimum values and a line at the median (Laboratory A: n = 16 
for BTBR group, n = 16 for C57BL/6J group, Laboratory B: n = 16 for BTBR group, n = 12 for C57BL/6J group).
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detector settings (laboratory A with DS A, and laboratory B with DS B) (Figure 1 – 4). Time 
spent approaching was significantly reduced in BTBR mice during dark and light phases 
both in laboratory A (dark: F (1, 30) = 73.0, p < 0.0001, light: F (1, 30) = 75.5, p < 0.0001 
for BTBR vs. C57BL/6J by mixed effects model for RM, (Figure 1A) and in laboratory B 
(dark: F (1, 26) = 25.4, p < 0.0001, light: F (1, 26) = 146, p < 0.0001 for BTBR vs. C57BL/6J 
by mixed effects model for RM, Figure 1B). Multiple comparison analysis revealed no 
significant difference in approaching duration between BTBR and C57Bl/6J mice during 
dark phase 7 in both laboratories (Figure 1A and Figure 1B). Similarly, time spent sniffing 
was significantly decreased during dark and light phases both in laboratory A (dark: F 
(1, 30) = 155, p < 0.0001, light: F (1, 30) = 69.2, p < 0.0001 for BTBR vs. C57BL/6J by mixed 
effects model for RM, Figure 2A) and in laboratory B (dark: F (1, 26) = 11.3, p = 0.0024, 
light: F (1, 26) = 85.8, p < 0.0001 for BTBR vs. C57BL/6J by mixed effects model for RM, 
Figure 2B). Multiple comparison analysis showed no significant difference in sniffing 

figure 2. Reduced social sniffing behavior in BTBR mice measured in laboratories A and B with site-specific detector settings 
(DS). (A) Time spent sniffing per 12 hrs. during dark (left) and light phase (right) in BTBR and C57BL6/J mice in laboratory A. 
Mixed effects model for RM followed by Bonferroni, p < 0.0001 vs. C57BL/6J for dark phase and p < 0.0001 for light phase. 
(B) Time spent sniffing per 12 hrs. during dark (left) and light phase (right) in BTBR and C57BL6/J mice in laboratory B. Mixed 
effects model for RM followed by Bonferroni, p = 0.0024 vs. C57BL/6J for dark phase and p < 0.0001 for light phase. Data are 
expressed as boxplots with maximum and minimum values and a line at the median (Laboratory A: n = 16 for BTBR group, 
n = 16 for C57BL/6J group, Laboratory B: n = 16 for BTBR group, n = 12 for C57BL/6J group).
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duration between BTBR and control mice on dark phase 7 in laboratory A (Figure 2A) 
and in laboratory B during dark phase 5 to 7 (Figure 2B). BTBR mice showed significantly 
lower time spent following during dark and light phases both in laboratory A (dark: 
F (1, 30) = 9.58, p = 0.0042, light: F (1, 30) = 72.4, p < 0.0001 by mixed effects model 
for RM followed by Bonferroni multiple comparison test, Figure 3A) and in laboratory 
B (dark: F (1, 26) = 14.1, p = 0.0009, light: F (1, 26) = 87.8, p < 0.0001 by mixed effects 
model for RM followed by Bonferroni multiple comparison test, Figure 3B). By the end 
of the monitoring period, difference in following duration between BTBR and C57BL6/J 
mice vanished in both laboratories (Figure 3A and Figure 3B). Time spent leaving was 
significantly reduced during dark and light phases both in laboratory A (dark: F (1, 30) = 
13.2, p = 0.0010, light: F (1, 30) = 48.2, p < 0.0001 by mixed effects model RM followed by 
Bonferroni multiple comparison test, Figure 4A) and in laboratory B (dark: F (1, 26) = 23.2, 
p < 0.0001, light: F (1, 26) = 169, p < 0.0001 by mixed effects model for RM, Figure 4B). In 

figure 3. Reduced social following behavior in BTBR mice measured in laboratories A and B with site-specific detector settings 
(DS). (A) Time spent following per 12 hrs. during dark (left) and light phase (right) in BTBR and C57BL6/J mice in labora-
tory A. Mixed effects model for RM followed by Bonferroni, p = 0.0042 vs. C57BL/6J for dark phase and p < 0.0001 for light 
phase. (B) Time spent following per 12 hrs. during dark (left) and light phase (right) in BTBR and C57BL6/J mice in labora-
tory B. Mixed effects model for RM followed by Bonferroni, p = 0.0009 vs. C57BL/6J for dark phase and p < 0.0001 for light 
phase. Data are expressed as boxplots with maximum and minimum values and a line at the median (Laboratory A: n = 16 
for BTBR group, n = 16 for C57BL/6J group, Laboratory B: n = 16 for BTBR group, n = 12 for C57BL/6J group).
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laboratory A, however, time spent leaving was significantly different between BTBR and 
C57BL/6J mice during dark phase 1 and 2 (p < 0.01) but not during the remaining dark 
phases (Figure 4A). In laboratory B, leaving duration was significant during dark phase 2 
to 6 but not during dark phase 1 and 7 (Figure 4B).

laboratory differences in detector settings
Interestingly, absolute duration of social behaviors measured in laboratory B with site-
specific DS was generally higher when compared to laboratory A. In order to assess the 
effect of detector settings (DS A vs DS B) on behavioral data, we compared time spent 
approaching in C57BL6/J mice in laboratory A with site-specific DS (DS A) versus DS 
B (Figure 5A). A two-way Anova revealed a significant main effect of detector settings 
for dark and light phases (dark: F (1, 30) = 26.7, p < 0.0001 and light: F (1, 30) = 12.3, p 

figure 4. Reduced social leaving behavior in BTBR mice measured in laboratories A and B with site-specific detector settings 
(DS). (A) Time spent leaving per 12 hrs. during dark (left) and light phase (right) in BTBR and C57BL6/J mice in laboratory A. 
Mixed effects model for RM followed by Bonferroni, p = 0.0010 vs. C57BL/6J for dark phase and p < 0.0001 for light phase. 
(B) Time spent leaving per 12 hrs. during dark (left) and light phase (right) in BTBR and C57BL6/J mice in laboratory B. Mixed 
effects model for RM followed by Bonferroni, p < 0.0001 vs. C57BL/6J for dark phase and p < 0.0001 for light phase. Data are 
expressed as boxplots with maximum and minimum values and a line at the median (Laboratory A: n = 16 for BTBR group, 
n = 16 for C57BL/6J group, Laboratory B: n = 16 for BTBR group, n = 12 for C57BL/6J group).
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= 0.0014 by two-way Anova for RM), an effect of time (dark: F (2.8, 83) = 39, p < 0.0001 
and light: F (2.56, 76.8) = 21, p < 0.0001 by two-way Anova for RM) and an interaction 
between these factors for dark phases but not light phases (dark: F (6, 180) = 5.5, p < 
0.0001 and light: F (6, 180) = 0.40, p = 0.8798 by two-way Anova for RM). In particular, 
DS A produced significantly lower absolute values (duration of social approaching) 
in comparison to DS B on day 1 and day 2 during dark (p = 0.0002 and p = 0.0205, 
respectively) and light periods (p = 0.0255 and p = 0.0077, respectively, by post-hoc 
Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test, Figure 5B).

Marginal interaction effects of strain, time and laboratory
In order to evaluate the effect of strain, time and laboratory on behavioral readouts, 
we aligned the detector settings across laboratories (detector settings from laboratory 

figure 5. Site-specific detector settings produced different absolute values of time spent approaching in C57BL6/J mice. (A) 
Time spent approaching in C57BL6/J mice per hour over 168 consecutive hours measured in laboratory A with site-specific 
detector settings DS A (in blue) and with DS B (in orange). (B) Time spent approaching per 12 hrs. during dark (left) and 
light phases (right) in C57BL6/J mice in laboratory A with site-specific detector settings DS A (in blue) and with DS B (in 
orange). Two-way Anova for RM followed by Bonferroni, p < 0.0001 vs. DS B for dark phase and p = 0.0014 for light phase. 
Data are expressed as boxplots with maximum and minimum values and a line at the median and contain data set from 
laboratory A analyzed with DS A (n = 16 mice) and DS B (n = 16 mice).
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figure 6. Social behaviors in combined data sets from laboratory A and laboratory B with aligned detector settings. Time spent 
approaching (A), sniffi  ng (B), following (C) and leaving (D) per hour in BTBR mice over 168 consecutive hours. Data are 
expressed as boxplots with maximum and minimum values and a line at the median and contain data sets from laboratory 
A with DS B and laboratory B with DS B with a total n = 32 for BTBR group, n = 28 for C57BL/6J group.
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B were applied on both data sets) and grouped data from both laboratories (Figure 6). 
Data was modelled by making use of linear mixed effects regression in R (R Core Team, 
2018), making use of the packages “lme4” (Bates et al., 2015), “lmerTest” (Kuznetsova 
et al., 2017) and “emmeans” (Lenth, 2019). The relationship between the response 
variables in bins of 12 hour (i.e. time spent approach, sniffing, following and leaving) 
and strain of the animal, time and laboratory location (fixed effects), and all interactions 
between these factors, was tested, while the individual animal was added as random 
effect. Response variables were transformed using a log transformation (i.e. log(x+1). 
For all behaviors, main effects of strain and time were found (p < 0.0001). Main effect 
of location was significant for approach and sniffing behavior (p < 0.0001) (Figure 7 
and Figure 10). The two-way interaction between strain and location was significant for 

figure 7. Time spent approaching in bins of 12 hour over 7 consecutive days with aligned detector settings (DS B). (A) Combined 
data set (B) data from laboratory A and laboratory B separated. Data are expressed as  time spent approaching per 12 hours  
in boxplots, with maximum and minimum values and a line at the median, with n = 32 for BTBR and n = 28 for C57BL/6J in 
the combined graph, n = 16 for BTBR and n = 16 for C57BL/6J for lab A, and n = 16 for BTBR and n = 12 for C57BL/6J for lab 
B. Dark phase indicated by grey area and light phase by yellow area. Statistical analysis was performed on log-transformed 
data (i.e. log(x+1)) by means of linear mixed effects regression, followed by post-hoc analysis with Tukey correction. * p < 
0.05. See supplementary tables 1 and 2 for statistical values for post-hoc analysis.
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time spent following (p = 0.04) (Figure 8). For time spent sniffing and following, the 
two-way interaction between time and location was significant (p < 0.001 and p = 0.01, 
respectively). Furthermore, the three-way interaction between strain, time and location 
was significant for time spent leaving (p < 0.05) (Figure 9). Post-hoc analysis, using Tukey 
correction for multiple comparison, was performed to assess differences between the 
strains at specific time-points and to determine how these differences varied between 
laboratories.

figure 8. Time spent following in bins of 12 hour over 7 consecutive days, with aligned detector settings (DS B). (A) Combined 
data set, (B) data from laboratory A and laboratory B separated. Data are expressed as  time spent approaching per 12 
hours  in boxplots, with maximum and minimum values and a line at the median, with n = 32 for BTBR and n = 28 for 
C57BL/6J in the combined graph, n = 16 for BTBR and n = 16 for C57BL/6J for lab A, and n = 16 for BTBR and n = 12 for 
C57BL/6J for lab B. Dark phase indicated by grey area and light phase by yellow area. Statistical analysis was performed on 
log-transformed data (i.e. log(x+1)) by means of linear mixed effects regression, followed by post-hoc analysis with Tukey 
correction. * p < 0.05. See supplementary tables 3 and 4 for statistical values for post-hoc analysis.
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dIsCussIon

The present study was designed to demonstrate cross-site reproducibility of long-term 
automated scoring and comparing of social behaviors in group-housed BTBR and 
C57BL/6J mice maintained in ethologically relevant conditions. Both laboratories repro-
duced social deficits in BTBR mice consistent with previous findings of reduced social 
approaching, sniffing and following behavior using manually scored dyadic interactions 
(Bolivar et al., 2007; McFarlane et al., 2008; Moy et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2012). Also in line 
with studies using comparable ethologically valid paradigms (Bove et al., 2018; Pobbe 
et al., 2010) we observed social deficits in BTBR mice during the dark and light phases 
of the 24 hours light-dark cycle. Unlike these earlier studies, the present study used an 

figure 9. Time spent leaving in bins of 12 hour over 7 consecutive days, with aligned detector settings (DS B). (A) Combined data 
set, (B) data from laboratory A and laboratory B separated. Data are expressed as  time spent approaching per 12 hours  in 
boxplots, with maximum and minimum values and a line at the median, with n = 32 for BTBR and n = 28 for C57BL/6J in 
the combined graph, n = 16 for BTBR and n = 16 for C57BL/6J for lab A, and n = 16 for BTBR and n = 12 for C57BL/6J for lab 
B. Dark phase indicated by grey area and light phase by yellow area. Statistical analysis was performed on log-transformed 
data (i.e. log(x+1)) by means of linear mixed effects regression, followed by post-hoc analysis with Tukey correction. * p < 
0.05. See supplementary tables 5 and 6 for statistical values for post-hoc analysis.
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automated behavioral scoring system allowing to monitor colonies of BTBR and colonies 
of C57BL/6J mice throughout the entire circadian cycle over seven consecutive days 
(rather than selecting a particular time windows).

In a day-by-day comparison, we observed temporal changes in social behavioral ele-
ments. For example, on the first day of the recording, social interactions were increased 
when compared to the subsequent days and are likely reflecting novelty-induced be-
havioral responses. In addition, following day 4, an additional temporal change in social 
behavior was observed with BTBR mice increasing and C57BL6/J mice maintaining or 
slightly decreasing their social activities resulting comparable levels of social activities 
in the two strains during the dark phase on day 7. Given the fact that both laboratories 
observed the same phenomenon, we exclude effects of laboratory environment as 
potential influencing factors for this temporal change in behavior. Instead, it is tempt-
ing to speculate that these temporal changes in social behavior are indicators for social 

figure 10. Time spent sniffing in bins of 12 hour over 7 consecutive days, with aligned detector settings (DS B). (A) Combined 
data set, (B) data from laboratory A and laboratory B separated Data are expressed as  time spent approaching per 12 hours  
in boxplots, with maximum and minimum values and a line at the median, with n = 32 for BTBR and n = 28 for C57BL/6J in 
the combined graph, n = 16 for BTBR and n = 16 for C57BL/6J for lab A, and n = 16 for BTBR and n = 12 for C57BL/6J for lab 
B. Dark phase indicated by grey area and light phase by yellow area. Statistical analysis was performed on log-transformed 
data (i.e. log(x+1)) by means of linear mixed effects regression, followed by post-hoc analysis with Tukey correction. * p < 
0.05. See supplementary tables 7 and 8 for statistical values for post-hoc analysis.
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hierarchy formation, which is established within the first 2 to 4 days (Williamson et al., 
2016). However, further studies are required to assess the social hierarchy formation in 
these mice.

Differences between laboratories were observed in total duration of social behaviors. 
For example, while both laboratories clearly observed the social deficits in BTBR when 
compared to the C57BL/6J mice, the absolute behavioral scores in laboratory B were 
generally higher compared to laboratory A. Here we showed that these inter-laboratory 
differences can be explained, in part, by the use of site-specific detector settings deter-
mining duration of behavioral events. Social approach, for instance, is defined, among 
others, by the moving direction expressed as the angle between the center of the mouse 
being approached and the moving direction of the approaching mouse (for details see 
Peleh et al., 2019a). Setting this angle to 0 degree presupposes that the approaching 
mouse moves straight towards its conspecific while an angle of 45 degree allows the 
approaching mouse to move approximately into the direction of its conspecific. A wider 
angle here made the cut-off for approach behavior less strict, leading to more approach 
events and a longer duration of these events. This same principle holds for many of the 
“detector settings” used for the recognition of our chosen behaviors. As the “strictness” 
of the detector settings of the two laboratory sites may differ, this could partly explain 
why differences in behavior are found while making use of the site-specific detector 
settings.

After aligning of the settings, the laboratory location still showed a slight significant 
effect on the behavioral findings, specifically in the latter part of the seven days record-
ings. Closer inspection of the individual colony data suggests that differences between 
the colonies appear to be greater in one lab when compared to the other. This was 
particularly the case in the second part of the seven days recordings and coincided 
with the time point during which the discrepancies between the two locations were 
observed. Additional studies are needed to investigate whether differences between 
colonies are due to hierarchical structure variability between the colonies (e.g., due to 
colony composition based on prior animal history), to environmental factors other than 
the ones controlled for in this study, or the combination of these two.  Nevertheless, the 
present study showed that longitudinal automated behavioral observations in group 
housed mice can reliably detect social deficits in BTBR mice in two different laboratory 
environments, demonstrating the robustness of this method.

The study’s colony-based approach provides many advantages when compared to more 
conventional methods aimed at detecting social behavior. The effect of the experimenter 
(see for example Bohlen et al., 2014 or Sorge et al., 2014), both during the experiment 
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and in the subsequent analysis, is greatly reduced. There is no human/animal interac-
tion for the duration of the experiment and data is analyzed by means of an objective 
algorithm, insensitive to subjective judgement or fatigue. Concerning the behavior 
itself, although comparable social deficits can be found, the current approach allows for 
exploration of a multitude of behavioral phenotypes. As such, social deficits in strains 
not displaying a robust behavioral phenotype in conventional tasks, such as the fmr1 
KO mouse model (e.g. Sinclair et al., 2017; Yau et al., 2016),  focusing on a single aspect 
of social behavior (e.g. the three-chamber test) might be elucidated in the current setup. 
The fact that this method also allows for longitudinal testing of the social phenotype, 
adds the possibility to distinguish novelty induced social deficits from innate social dif-
ferences. However, to fully demonstrate the effectiveness of this relatively new method 
of behavioral assessment further experiments have to be conducted, making use of a 
variety of methods of manipulation (e.g. by pharmacological or genetic modification). 
The relative novelty of the method leads to another potential limitation. Sample size 
estimation in studies making use of a group-housed approach is particularly difficult as 
there is hardly any literature available yet to base the estimation on. As such, the most 
comparable literature is often employing conventional behavioral tasks, assessing the 
behavioral phenotype for minutes instead of days. In these experiments social behavior 
is often measured as time spent interacting with a certain other individual (e.g. Moy et 
al., 2004). However, in a colony setting this becomes a more complicated setup, certainly 
in situations where genetic models may be studied in groups varying in genotype (e.g. 
a colony consisting of 1 knock-out animal and 3 wildtypes). In a colony situation not 
all animals, in the same colony, are exposed to the same situation. Controlling for this 
may create the need to inflate sample size substantially, when basing the expected ef-
fect on that found in conventional setups. However, as a wider range of behaviors can 
be observed, over a longer period of time, it is also more likely to pick-up a behavioral 
phenotype which would be missed in classic setups. Together this illustrates the need 
for future research to dive deeper into the effects of the group on the behavior of the 
individual.
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suppleMenTary InforMaTIon

supplementary figure 1. Correlation between manually scored behavior and automatic behavioral analysis in lab A and lab 
B using their respective detector settings. Each point represents the number of events scored in a 20min time window in the 
dark phase of a whole colony. Grey dots represent behavior from C57BL/6J animals and red dots represent behavior from 
BTBR animals.
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supplementary table 1. Time spent approaching, post-hoc analysis of the two-way interaction between strain and time

Contrast Time-point estimate se df t.ratio p.value

bTbr – C57bl/6J 1 -0,73745 0,136182 380,4782 -5,4152 1,09E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J 2 -0,72602 0,122853 283,4749 -5,90963 9,82E-09

bTbr – C57bl/6J 3 -0,71458 0,110482 200,3662 -6,4679 7,45E-10

bTbr – C57bl/6J 4 -0,70315 0,099424 137,426 -7,07222 7,05E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 5 -0,69172 0,090166 95,02311 -7,67159 1,47E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 6 -0,68029 0,083309 69,87947 -8,1658 9,15E-12

bTbr – C57bl/6J 7 -0,66885 0,079477 58,07984 -8,41567 1,22E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 8 -0,65742 0,079111 57,11515 -8,3101 2,07E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 9 -0,64599 0,082257 66,78028 -7,85329 4,51E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 10 -0,63456 0,088542 89,25842 -7,16675 2,12E-10

bTbr – C57bl/6J 11 -0,62312 0,097359 128,4216 -6,40027 2,66E-09

bTbr – C57bl/6J 12 -0,61169 0,108091 187,9986 -5,65905 5,61E-08

bTbr – C57bl/6J 13 -0,60026 0,120225 268,5757 -4,99276 1,07E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J 14 -0,58882 0,133381 364,8763 -4,41461 1,33E-05
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supplementary table 2. Time spent approaching, post-hoc analysis of the three-way interaction between strain, time and 
location

Contrast location Time-point estimate se df t.ratio p.value

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 1 -0,69766 0,179371 356,5633 -3,88951 0,00012

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 1 -0,77724 0,204958 399,9529 -3,79218 0,000172

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 2 -0,65993 0,161903 262,1231 -4,07608 6,08E-05

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 2 -0,79211 0,184822 301,3376 -4,28578 2,45E-05

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 3 -0,6222 0,145756 183,5786 -4,26874 3,15E-05

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 3 -0,80697 0,166072 214,7321 -4,85918 2,27E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 4 -0,58446 0,131418 125,554 -4,44734 1,89E-05

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 4 -0,82184 0,149232 147,7467 -5,50715 1,58E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 5 -0,54673 0,119541 87,22752 -4,57355 1,58E-05

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 5 -0,83671 0,135018 101,8549 -6,19705 1,23E-08

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 6 -0,50899 0,110918 64,93143 -4,58887 2,09E-05

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 6 -0,85158 0,124333 74,2205 -6,84918 1,85E-09

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 7 -0,47126 0,106345 54,89202 -4,43137 4,52E-05

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 7 -0,86645 0,11814 60,86617 -7,33408 6,24E-10

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 8 -0,43352 0,106345 54,89202 -4,07654 0,000149

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 8 -0,88132 0,117153 59,04774 -7,5228 3,5E-10

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 9 -0,39579 0,110918 64,93143 -3,56827 0,000682

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 9 -0,89619 0,121499 68,38046 -7,37612 2,89E-10

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 10 -0,35805 0,119541 87,22752 -2,99523 0,003569

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 10 -0,91106 0,130646 91,01161 -6,97348 4,8E-10

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 11 -0,32032 0,131418 125,554 -2,4374 0,016194

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 11 -0,92593 0,143681 130,892 -6,44433 2,04E-09

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 12 -0,28258 0,145756 183,5786 -1,93874 0,054067

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 12 -0,9408 0,159654 191,7933 -5,89272 1,68E-08

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 13 -0,24485 0,161903 262,1231 -1,51231 0,131658

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 13 -0,95567 0,177775 274,0798 -5,3757 1,63E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 14 -0,20711 0,179371 356,5633 -1,15467 0,249

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 14 -0,97053 0,197454 371,8968 -4,91525 1,33E-06
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supplementary table 3. Time spent following, post-hoc analysis of the two-way interaction between strain and time

Contrast Time-point estimate se df t.ratio p.value

bTbr – C57bl/6J 1 -0,72658 0,13321 280,8105 -5,45439 1,08E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J 2 -0,72751 0,121824 209,7682 -5,97183 9,91E-09

bTbr – C57bl/6J 3 -0,72844 0,111413 152,9597 -6,53823 8,79E-10

bTbr – C57bl/6J 4 -0,72937 0,102275 111,1835 -7,13148 1,07E-10

bTbr – C57bl/6J 5 -0,73031 0,09478 82,93665 -7,70525 2,52E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 6 -0,73124 0,089342 65,7842 -8,18467 1,26E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 7 -0,73217 0,086351 57,50751 -8,47901 1,03E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 8 -0,7331 0,086061 56,79081 -8,51836 9,81E-12

bTbr – C57bl/6J 9 -0,73403 0,0885 63,51976 -8,29413 1,03E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 10 -0,73496 0,093454 78,80993 -7,86442 1,62E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 11 -0,73589 0,100552 104,7759 -7,31852 5,3E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 12 -0,73682 0,109377 143,9317 -6,73651 3,61E-10

bTbr – C57bl/6J 13 -0,73775 0,119548 198,1126 -6,17117 3,75E-09

bTbr – C57bl/6J 14 -0,73868 0,130751 267,0745 -5,64954 4,12E-08
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supplementary table 4. Time spent following, post-hoc analysis of the three-way interaction between strain, time and loca-
tion

Contrast location Time-point estimate se df t.ratio p.value

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 1 -0,40158 0,176036 260,1928 -2,28125 0,023342

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 1 -1,05158 0,199979 298,196 -5,25847 2,78E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 2 -0,38305 0,161188 193,3124 -2,37644 0,018458

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 2 -1,07197 0,18271 223,889 -5,86708 1,58E-08

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 3 -0,36452 0,147679 140,8327 -2,46836 0,014771

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 3 -1,09236 0,16686 163,4948 -6,54657 7,26E-10

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 4 -0,346 0,135908 102,7987 -2,54581 0,012386

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 4 -1,11275 0,152872 118,5171 -7,27896 3,99E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 5 -0,32747 0,126362 77,38884 -2,5915 0,011418

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 5 -1,13314 0,1413 87,79747 -8,0194 4,29E-12

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 6 -0,30894 0,119576 62,18778 -2,58363 0,01214

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 6 -1,15353 0,132777 68,92852 -8,68776 1,11E-12

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 7 -0,29041 0,116034 55,15253 -2,50281 0,015313

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 7 -1,17392 0,127913 59,55763 -9,1775 5,31E-13

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 8 -0,27188 0,116034 55,15253 -2,34313 0,022756

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 8 -1,19431 0,12713 58,21064 -9,39443 2,88E-13

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 9 -0,25335 0,119576 62,18778 -2,11878 0,038111

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 9 -1,2147 0,130501 64,67049 -9,30802 1,49E-13

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 10 -0,23483 0,126362 77,38884 -1,85836 0,066921

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 10 -1,23509 0,137721 80,03578 -8,9681 1,01E-13

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 11 -0,2163 0,135908 102,7987 -1,59151 0,114566

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 11 -1,25548 0,148228 106,4804 -8,46992 1,48E-13

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 12 -0,19777 0,147679 140,8327 -1,33919 0,182666

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 12 -1,27587 0,161383 146,6004 -7,90586 5,88E-13

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 13 -0,17924 0,161188 193,3124 -1,112 0,267518

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 13 -1,29626 0,176594 202,2346 -7,34034 5,09E-12

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 14 -0,16071 0,176036 260,1928 -0,91296 0,36211

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 14 -1,31665 0,193377 272,9516 -6,80873 6,25E-11
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supplementary table 5. Time spent leaving, post-hoc analysis of the two-way interaction between strain and time

Contrast Time-point estimate se df t.ratio p.value

bTbr – C57bl/6J 1 -0,73633 0,140124 466,3113 -5,25486 2,26E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J 2 -0,7199 0,125242 353,5031 -5,74812 1,95E-08

bTbr – C57bl/6J 3 -0,70348 0,111282 248,1828 -6,32159 1,19E-09

bTbr – C57bl/6J 4 -0,68705 0,098636 164,4388 -6,96548 7,48E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 5 -0,67062 0,087875 107,3253 -7,63155 1,01E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 6 -0,6542 0,079764 73,92579 -8,20166 5,42E-12

bTbr – C57bl/6J 7 -0,63777 0,075166 58,61583 -8,48483 8,75E-12

bTbr – C57bl/6J 8 -0,62134 0,074732 57,43199 -8,31426 1,96E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 9 -0,60492 0,078532 70,07018 -7,70281 6,4E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J 10 -0,58849 0,086006 100,0709 -6,84244 6,31E-10

bTbr – C57bl/6J 11 -0,57206 0,096302 153,2394 -5,9403 1,84E-08

bTbr – C57bl/6J 12 -0,55563 0,108621 233,5865 -5,11536 6,53E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J 13 -0,53921 0,122353 337,6462 -4,40698 1,41E-05

bTbr – C57bl/6J 14 -0,52278 0,137075 452,0876 -3,81384 0,000156
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supplementary table 6. Time spent leaving, post-hoc analysis of the three-way interaction between strain, time and location

contrast location phase estimate se df t.ratio p.value

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 1 -0,47611 0,184212 443,8589 -2,58458 0,010068

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 1 -0,99655 0,211198 484,0257 -4,71856 3,11E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 2 -0,42369 0,164639 330,3137 -2,57345 0,010505

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 2 -1,01612 0,188775 372,3731 -5,3827 1,3E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 3 -0,37127 0,146341 228,0955 -2,537 0,011849

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 3 -1,03569 0,167687 265,0355 -6,17632 2,46E-09

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 4 -0,31884 0,129859 149,5328 -2,45531 0,015223

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 4 -1,05526 0,148503 177,2571 -7,10596 2,81E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 5 -0,26642 0,115971 97,44705 -2,29732 0,02374

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 5 -1,07482 0,132056 115,9527 -8,13915 5,05E-13

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 6 -0,214 0,105703 67,7345 -2,02453 0,046861

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 6 -1,09439 0,119482 79,36411 -9,15949 4,57E-14

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 7 -0,16158 0,100176 54,68067 -1,61295 0,112514

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 7 -1,11396 0,112091 62,06493 -9,93798 1,88E-14

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 8 -0,10916 0,100176 54,68067 -1,08964 0,28065

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 8 -1,13353 0,110925 59,82912 -10,2189 9,67E-15

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 9 -0,05673 0,105703 67,7345 -0,53672 0,593218

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 9 -1,1531 0,116171 72,09388 -9,92584 3,99E-15

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 10 -0,00431 0,115971 97,44705 -0,03717 0,970422

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 10 -1,17267 0,127038 102,3358 -9,23085 3,99E-15

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 11 0,048111 0,129859 149,5328 0,370486 0,711545

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 11 -1,19223 0,142242 156,427 -8,38174 2,83E-14

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 12 0,100533 0,146341 228,0955 0,686981 0,492793

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 12 -1,2118 0,160557 238,2799 -7,54752 9,37E-13

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 13 0,152956 0,164639 330,3137 0,929038 0,353548

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 13 -1,23137 0,18104 343,8522 -6,80166 4,6E-11

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 14 0,205378 0,184212 443,8589 1,114898 0,265498

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 14 -1,25094 0,203037 458,9616 -6,16115 1,58E-09
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supplementary table 7. Time spent sniffing, post-hoc analysis of the two-way interaction between strain and time

Contrast Time-point estimate se df t.ratio p.value

bTbr – C57bl/6J 1 -0,55714 0,125019 146,5016 -4,45646 1,64E-05

bTbr – C57bl/6J 2 -0,56356 0,117977 117,9436 -4,77683 5,17E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J 3 -0,56997 0,111747 95,81013 -5,10051 1,71E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J 4 -0,57638 0,106473 79,36123 -5,41339 6,4E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J 5 -0,5828 0,102303 67,80215 -5,69678 2,88E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J 6 -0,58921 0,099374 60,42607 -5,92919 1,58E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J 7 -0,59562 0,0978 56,70832 -6,09023 1,04E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J 8 -0,60204 0,097645 56,3606 -6,16558 7,99E-08

bTbr – C57bl/6J 9 -0,60845 0,098916 59,35585 -6,15119 7,11E-08

bTbr – C57bl/6J 10 -0,61486 0,101559 65,93069 -6,05422 7,49E-08

bTbr – C57bl/6J 11 -0,62128 0,105472 76,56606 -5,89041 9,69E-08

bTbr – C57bl/6J 12 -0,62769 0,11052 91,94023 -5,6794 1,57E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J 13 -0,6341 0,116555 112,844 -5,44035 3,13E-07

bTbr – C57bl/6J 14 -0,64052 0,123433 140,0478 -5,18917 7,27E-07
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supplementary table 8. Time spent sniffing, post-hoc analysis of the three-way interaction between strain, time and location

contrast location phase estimate se df t.ratio p.value

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 1 -0,40954 0,16668 136,978 -2,45701 0,01526

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 1 -0,70475 0,186377 154,7949 -3,78129 0,000222

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 2 -0,41445 0,157599 110,8301 -2,62975 0,009759

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 2 -0,71266 0,175603 124,1528 -4,05837 8,68E-05

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 3 -0,41936 0,149612 90,6571 -2,80298 0,006192

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 3 -0,72058 0,166031 100,3092 -4,34002 3,41E-05

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 4 -0,42427 0,1429 75,72847 -2,969 0,003999

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 4 -0,72849 0,157879 82,52841 -4,61425 1,43E-05

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 5 -0,42918 0,137652 65,30124 -3,11787 0,002709

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 5 -0,73641 0,151378 69,97685 -4,86471 6,82E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 6 -0,43409 0,134039 58,73635 -3,23855 0,001978

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 6 -0,74432 0,146746 61,89076 -5,07219 3,83E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 7 -0,439 0,132196 55,57355 -3,32087 0,00159

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 7 -0,75224 0,144164 57,68895 -5,21793 2,57E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 8 -0,44392 0,132196 55,57355 -3,35802 0,001423

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 8 -0,76016 0,143743 57,03908 -5,28828 2,03E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 9 -0,44883 0,134039 58,73635 -3,34848 0,001423

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 9 -0,76807 0,145502 59,88912 -5,27877 1,9E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 10 -0,45374 0,137652 65,30124 -3,29627 0,001587

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 10 -0,77599 0,149362 66,47228 -5,19532 2,11E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 11 -0,45865 0,1429 75,72847 -3,20958 0,00195

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 11 -0,7839 0,155169 77,28699 -5,05193 2,85E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 12 -0,46356 0,149612 90,6571 -3,09843 0,002591

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 12 -0,79182 0,162712 93,04552 -4,86636 4,62E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 13 -0,46847 0,157599 110,8301 -2,97255 0,003623

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 13 -0,79973 0,171765 114,5799 -4,65598 8,74E-06

bTbr – C57bl/6J A 14 -0,47338 0,16668 136,978 -2,84007 0,005199

bTbr – C57bl/6J B 14 -0,80765 0,182101 142,6941 -4,43517 1,82E-05
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